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Brain Dump Sample

Set a timer for 10 to 15 minutes and let it 
rip. Write down anything and everything 
that you’d like to do to elevate your book 

promotion visibility. You know what to do. 
After 6 weeks together, you’re an expert now. 

Don’t worry about structure or form here. Just 
spill the beans!

Fill the pages with possibilities!
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Brain Dump
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The 12 Week Year - Quarterly Planning Sample

Q1 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q3 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q2 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q4 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Break the 12 month year into 4 
quarters. Write the 3 month plan 
for each quarter in the spaces 
designated below. 

Assign one or more projects to be 
completed during each quarter. 

Remember - you’re planning 
“projects” to be completed, not 
“tasks”. We’ll narrow down tasks 
to be completed later.
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The 12 Week Year - Quarterly Planning

Q1 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q3 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q2 - Months ______________________ to ______________________

Q4 - Months ______________________ to ______________________
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Quarterly Planning Sample

Q1: Month _____________________________

5 things I want to accomplish: 3 site improvements to make: 5 people/groups to connect with:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traffic Goals:

unique visitors:

page views:

email subscribers:

facebook:

twitter:

instagram:

notable moments!

Weekly outreach strategy (2 things):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

List 5 projects 
you’d like to 
accomplish during 
thismonth.

Identify the month during which you plan on 
completing this portion of your plan. 

List 3 
improvements 
you’d like to  make 
to your website this 
quarter.

Brainstorm!
Have fun! 
Connect!

Reach out and connect with at least people or 
organizations weekly. The numbers on the 
left represent the weeks of the month, Though 
you already know what to do, here are a few 
suggestions for you:
• submit proposals to publications
• attend a live event
• schedule a one-on-one meeting
• pitch a presentation
• anything else you can think of 

(Remember to step out from behind your 
computer!)

Do this only 
if you’re 

interested. 
It’s fun to see 
the progress, 

though. 
Remember - 
steady wins 

the race!

Celebrate good times. 
Come on!

Plan on printing 3 copies this 
this planner for each quarter. 
You’re going to have a nice 

binder of successes by the end 
the year!
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Quarterly Planning

Q1: Months _____________________________

5 things I want to accomplish: 3 site improvements to make: 5 people/groups to connect with:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traffic Goals:

unique visitors:

page views:

email subscribers:

facebook:

twitter:

instagram:

notable moments!

Weekly outreach strategy (2 things):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Quarterly Planning

Q2: Months _____________________________

5 things I want to accomplish: 3 site improvements to make: 5 people/groups to connect with:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traffic Goals:

unique visitors:

page views:

email subscribers:

facebook:

twitter:

instagram:

notable moments!

Weekly outreach strategy (2 things):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Quarterly Planning

Q3: Months _____________________________

5 things I want to accomplish: 3 site improvements to make: 5 people/groups to connect with:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traffic Goals:

unique visitors:

page views:

email subscribers:

facebook:

twitter:

instagram:

notable moments!

Weekly outreach strategy (2 things):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Quarterly Planning

Q4: Months _____________________________

5 things I want to accomplish: 3 site improvements to make: 5 people/groups to connect with:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traffic Goals:

unique visitors:

page views:

email subscribers:

facebook:

twitter:

instagram:

notable moments!

Weekly outreach strategy (2 things):

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Course Content Handouts
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Identifying Influencers
After spending some time brainstorming a list of individuals and/or organizations that you feel align with 
your core message, use the graphic organizer below to analyze each influencer/affinity group/affiliation 

group in a more strategic manner. Identify who these people are and how you might go about connecting 
with them in an authentic way. In the rectangle below, brainstorm potential hastags you might consider 

using when connecting with them. 

Hastag Hunt



Home  Page

About Page

Contact Page

Books

News

Blog

Media Kit

School Visits

Capture Emails

Teacher Downloadables

Esthetics

User Friendly

Overall Evaluation

Author/Illustrator

URL

WEBSITE ANALYSIS

Compare and contrast two different websites of your chosing. Take note of how the elements listed below are presented in each. 
Make an evaluation of the visual appeal, ease of use, and content quality for each website. Are you were able to get a sense

 of the individual’s personality, as well as what they have to offer to the industry? How so? Did you discover ideas that you might like
 to incorporate in your website? Or, likewise, did notice things that did not appeal to you? 

Be prepared to discuss your discoveries during the session webinar.  

Website 1 Website 2

www.debbiegonzales.comwww.carriepearsonbooks.com

http://www.debbiegonzales.com/
http://www.carriepearsonbooks.com/


www.carriepearsonbooks.com

Carrie’s Perfect Planner

http://www.carriepearsonbooks.com/


Identify the 
theme of 

the podcast

Podcast Title

Hosted by

PODCAST ANALYSIS

Compare and contrast two different podcasts of your chosing. Take note of how the elements listed below are presented in each. 
Make an evaluation of each elements listed. Are you were able to get a sense of the podcast’s theme and purpose? Did you gain from 
listening to the presentation? Did you discover ideas that you might like  to implement in your daily practice somehow? Or, likewise, 

did notice things that did not appeal to you?  Be prepared to discuss your discoveries during the session webinar.  

Podcast 1 Podcast 2

www.debbiegonzales.comwww.jowhittemore.com

Assess the 
show notes

Consider 
the episode  

length.

Evaluate 
the content.

Interview?
Solo?

Audio 
quality?

Your 
takeaway 
from the 
session?

http://www.debbiegonzales.com/
http://www.jowhittemore.com/
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THANKS!

www.carmenoliver.com

www.carriepearsonbooks.com

www.blueslipmedia.com

www.jowhittemore.com

www.debbiegonzales.com

https://carmenoliver.com/
http://www.carriepearsonbooks.com/
https://www.blueslipmedia.com/
http://www.jowhittemore.com/
http://www.debbiegonzales.com/

